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Samuel Pepys and the Great Fire of 
London



Write down TWO facts from the video that YOU find most 
interesting.

Fantastic Fact 1: _____________________________________

Fantastic Fact 2: _____________________________________

Monday 6th July 2020
LO: I can identify and discuss key facts about an historical 
figure and/or event

You were all so excited learning about Samuel Pepys and the Great 
Fire of London so we’re going to learn more about both this week. 
Watch and listen to the video below and draw what comes to your 

mind as you listen:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VarSSAwiimU

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=VarSSAwiimU


Tuesday 7th July 2020
LO: I can identify important facts about an historical event
and relate them to my life now
1. Draw TWO things that Samuel Pepys buried to save from the fire.

2. If you had to save ONLY ONE thing from your house in a fire, what would it 
be?  Draw it below and write underneath what it is.

_________________________



Tuesday 7th July 2020
LO: I can re-create an historical scene
Now we are going to re-create a scene from the Great Fire of London by 

making a Freeze Frame.

Questions to think about
What characters will you have in your Freeze Frame?

Where in London will the characters be?
What will each character be doing?

How will each character feel and how will you show that?
How will each character stand?



Thursday 9th July 2020
LO: I can identify similarities and differences between 
past and present

London changed a great deal after the Great Fire of London.  As we 
can’t go on a class trip, I want to take you on this amazing virtual tour 

of London so you can see what it looked like around the time of the 
Great Fire in 1666. Enjoy, History Detectives!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-24869375

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-24869375


Thursday 9th July 2020
LO: I can identify similarities and differences between past and present

What are the similarities and differences between London then and now?
Draw and write in the table below TWO similarities and TWO differences 

between the city of London then and our city of London Now.

Similarities Differences



Friday 10th July 2020
LO: I can identify differences between past and present

Below, draw THREE things that we have now in 2020 that children in 1666 would
not have had.  Label each item. Go back and watch the videos if you’d like some

reminders.






